**COVID-19 SCREENING & TESTING**

**WORKING TODAY?**
(CAMPUS OR TELEWORKING)

- Take temperature
- Complete daily symptom screening

**APPROVED SCREENING**
(CLEARED TO ENTER)
Passed daily screening questions, have no symptoms and no fever.

**REPORT TO WORK**
Make sure your Gull Card is visibly displayed on a lanyard or other means.

**FAILED SCREENING**
(ENTRY DENIED)
Answered yes to a screening question, have symptoms or a fever.

- Employee begins self-quarantine until cleared by the Campus Medical Advisor and does not come to work or campus.
- Employee to contact the COVID-19 Information Line at 410-543-6011 or covidquestions@salisbury.edu and notify immediate supervisor of failed screening. You will be advised of the next steps and when to return to campus.
- Employee should contact their Primary Care Provider or the Campus Health line at campushealth@salisbury.edu or 410-677-0006 for an evaluation of possible COVID-19 symptoms or exposure. (The Campus Medical Advisor will help facilitate testing if needed.)

**CLEARED TO RETURN TO CAMPUS BY WCHD* / PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER**

Report to Work. Make sure your Gull Card is visibly displayed on a lanyard or other means. (Return-to-Work note must be provided to the Campus Medical Advisor.)

**NOT CLEARED TO RETURN CAMPUS**

- Employee testing positive will self-isolate and **not report to campus**. (Positive results to be reported to the Campus Medical Advisor by employee.)
- The Campus Medical Advisor will contact the WCHD* and the University Contact Tracing Team to begin contact tracing.
- Employee may return to work after cleared by the Campus Medical Advisor. Return-to-Work note must be provided to the Campus Medical Advisor.
- Employee who has had close contact with a person testing positive should stay home the recommended number of days given by the Campus Medical Advisor even if they have no symptoms or had a negative COVID-19 test done during quarantine.

COVID-19 Information Line • 410-543-6011 • covidquestions@salisbury.edu
Campus Health Line • 410-677-0006 • campushealth@salisbury.edu
*WCHD - Wicomico County Health Department • wicomicohealth.org

Learn more: www.salisbury.edu/coronavirus
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